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FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF'S DESK

“Research is to see what everybody else has seen, and to think what
nobody else has thought.”
-Albert Szent-Gyorgyi
Being a researcher requires inspiration and constant dedication. The
time is long past for academia and research granting bodies to put their
houses in order and emphasise quality rather than quantity of research
output. From the readers and contributors, it is heartening to know that
Rajasthan Medical Journal had the desired impact by stirring up reader's
interest and author's enthusiasm. Rajasthan Medical Journal was initiated
with the aim to assist researchers to grow at all levels - research scholars,
scientists, professors, post-docs and students who wish to share their work. It
is our constant endeavour to meet quality standards and time deadlines.
Rajasthan Medical Journal is a multidisciplinary educational research
platform providing individuals an ideal intricate opportunity to publish their
ongoing work in respective thrust are as. Our constant efforts are underway
to bring the journal in online and digital formate to promote the vivid
research entries with precise, apt touches and by bridging the gulf between
perception and inception.
I would request you to join us to sail beyond horizons and to ride beyond
stars to bring off contouring destinies.

Dr. U. S. Agarwal
Editor-in-Chief
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THE EDITOR SPEAKS

Dear readers,
As a matter of fact, writing this message for the Rajasthan Medical Journal
has been quite a gratifying moment for me.
I take this opportunity to state that over the years, the journal has been able to
maintain its standard in publishing and advancing knowledge and research
in the field of medicine.
Its goal has been to make publications beneficial to a much wider range of
serious readers and potential contributors.
The support the journal has so far received from SMS Medical College, the
editorial team, and the article contributors, has continued to strengthen our
determination to maintain the high standards of publications.
I express my gratitude to our well-wishers and contributors, and here I give
my promise that as always, we will continue to welcome, not only original
and good quality manuscripts, but also constructive comments, suggestions
and criticisms from our readers, which will stimulate further advancement in
medicine.
Also, I take this opportunity to invite the faculties from all over Rajasthan to
send their research articles for publication, so that the journal attains a wide
scope for extensive research.

Dr. I. D. Gupta
Editor

